
Solar system test

Science olympiad 2021

Division b

Rules

1. You can write on the test but all official answers will go on the provided answer

sheet

2. All questions are worth 1 point unless otherwise specified

3. There are 83 questions that are a mix of true/false, multiple choice and short

response.

4. There will be 3 tie breaker questions included in the 83 questions

5. You will have 50 minutes to complete this test so take your time and good luck!

By- Kira Gottlieb



Part 1- Oort cloud fun
(for this section every question is worth one point unless otherwise indicated on the
question. Partial credit can be awarded with questions worth more than one point)

1. The Oort Cloud is calculated to be around 10 times the mass of the earth.(t/f)
2. What is the Oort Cloud?

a. A big cloud that surrounds the planet Oort.
b. A constellation
c. A big group of rocks and debris that surround the outside of the solar system
d. A group of rock and debris between Mars and Jupiter .

3. Who was the Oort Cloud named after?
a. James Oort
b. Jan Oort
c. Oort smith
d. Julia Oort

4. Long-period comets can originate in the Oort Cloud.(t/f)
5. How old is the Oort Cloud?

a. 4.6 billion years old
b. 5 billion years old
c. 100 million years old
d. during the Big Bang(13.8 billion years old)

6. How far away is the Oort Cloud from the sun in AU(any number in the range will be
accepted)?

7. **2 pts** Name 2 things that the Oort Cloud is mostly made of?
8. Why is the oort cloud the “end” of the solar system?
9. Do all solar systems have some type of Oort Cloud(not an actual Oort Cloud but

something similar for that other solar system)?
a. Yes
b. No
c. There are no other solar systems
d. I don’t know

10. Has the Oort cloud ever been seen or taken by a camera?
a. Yes
b. No

11. Why is the outer region of the Oort Cloud spherically shaped?
12. Which is closer to the sun:the heliosphere or the Oort Cloud?
13. There are 5 spacecraft that will eventually reach the Oort Cloud. These are New

Horizons, Voyager 1 and 2, and Pioneer 10 and 11. Which one will reach the Oort Cloud
first?

14. Why is the Oort Cloud flexible?
15. Does the Oort Cloud contain material from nearby stars?



Part 2- Vocab fill in
(Each question in this topic is worth 1 point. Fill in the correct definition to the
corresponding word.)

1.meteoroid A.the point in the orbit of a planet, asteroid, or comet at
which it is furthest from the sun.

2.meteorite B.a meteor that survives its passage through the earth's
atmosphere such that part of it strikes the ground

3.meteor C. this occurs when the Earth moves between the Sun and
Moon but the three celestial bodies do not form a straight
line in space

4.shooting star D.a region of the solar system beyond the orbit of Neptune,
believed to contain many comets, asteroids, and other small
bodies made largely of ice.

5.aphelion E.a small body of matter from outer space that enters the
earth's atmosphere, becoming incandescent as a result of
friction and appearing as a streak of light.

6.perihelion F. a small, rapidly moving meteor burning up on entering the
earth's atmosphere.

7.kuiper belt G.the point in the orbit of a planet, asteroid, or comet at
which it is closest to the sun.

8. selenehelion H.a small body moving in the solar system that would
become a meteor if it entered the earth's atmosphere.

9.partial lunar eclipse I.a small rocky body orbiting the sun. they are manley found
between mars and jupiter

10.asteroid J.this occurs where and when both the Sun and an eclipsed
Moon can be observed at the same time.

11.Cassini mission K. the process by which planets are formed

12.TESS L. its goal was to observe weather and seasonal changes
on another planet.

13. hot Jupiters M. roughly straight-line configuration of three or more
celestial bodies in a gravitational system.



14. soft asthenosphere N. an extrasolar planet with a mass higher than Earth's, but
substantially below those of the Solar System's ice giants,
Uranus and Neptune, which are 14.5 and 17 times Earth's,
respectively.

15. a  ccretion O. a satellite designed to find exoplanets

16. planetary Migration P. gas giant planets with orbital period less than 10 days

17. super earth Q. the continuous flow of charged particles from the sun
which permeates the solar system.

18.kirkwood gaps R. when a planet or other body in orbit around a star
interacts with a disk of gas or planetesimals, resulting in the
alteration of its orbital parameters

19. Syzygy S. A Kirkwood gap is a gap or dip in the distribution of the
semi-major axes of the orbits of main-belt asteroids

20. solar winds T. highly viscous, mechanically weak, and ductile region of
the upper mantle of Earth



Part 3- Planets and moons
(each of the questions in this topic will be worth 1 point)

1. Which of these is not a moon of Jupiter?
a. Io
b. Callisto
c. Atlas
d. Europa

2. Demos is a moon of what planet?
a. jupiter
b. Uranus
c. Pluto
d. Mars

3. Larissa is a moon of what planet?
a. jupiter
b. Uranus
c. Pluto
d. Mars

4. Oberon is a moon of what planet?
a. jupiter
b. Uranus
c. Pluto
d. Mars

5. Rhea is a moon of what planet?
a. jupiter
b. Uranus
c. Pluto
d. Mars

6. Hyperion is a moon of what planet?
a. saturn
b. Earth
c. Mercury
d. Pluto

7. Ganymede is a moon of what planet?
a. uranus
b. Pluto
c. Jupiter
d. None of the above

8. Ceres is a moon of what planet?
a. uranus
b. Keplar 7-b
c. Jupiter
d. None of the above



9. Who discovered the moon called Europa?
a. R. Terrile
b. Herschel
c. Galileo
d. Clyde Tombaugh

10. When was the planet titan discovered(year)?

Part 4- Famous people
(Each question in this section is worth 1 points unless otherwise noted. Partial points
will be given for questions more than one point)

1. What did Clyde Tombaugh discover?
2. What did Aristarchus do for astronomy?
3. What system did Tycho Brahe create?
4. How many Jupiter moons did Galileo Galilei discover?
5. *2pts*What did Johannes Kepler do for astronomy(2 things)?
6. What did Nicholas Copernicus propose about earth?
7. What did Edmund Halley discover?
8. What did Asaph Hall do for astronomy?
9. What did Richard J. Terrile do for astronomy?
10. *3pts* Name 3 things Giovanni Domenico Cassini discovered.



Part 5- General facts and info
(each question is worth one point unless otherwise stated)

1. What is the radius of Mercury(km or miles will be accepted)?
2. Which planet’s atmosphere is full of methane that absorbs red light making the planet

look blue?
a. Uranus
b. Venus
c. Jupiter
d. neptune

3. Uranus’s atmosphere is made up of…
a. Mostly helium
b. Mostly hydrogen
c. Mostly methane
d. Mostly CO2

4. Which of the following is believed to be a failed star?
a. Earth
b. Mars
c. Pluto
d. Jupiter

5. Neptune has an internal heat source(t/f)
6. Which is more dense: Uranus or neptune?

a. Uranus
b. Neptune
c. They are around the same

7. what planet is the most similar in size to earth?
a. mars
b. Venus
c. Neptune
d. uranus

8. One of Uranus’s poles faces upward(t,f)
9. Which planet has the most moon?

a. Uranus
b. saturn
c. Jupiter
d. neptune

10. Which of the following is a dwarf planet?
a. Uris
b. 90271 Orcas
c. Haumea
d. Tatooine

11. What was the most recent mars expedition(as of end of the 2021 school year)?
a. Mars perseverance rover



b. Voyager 2
c. Curiosity
d. Sojourner

12. How did this last rover Make history?
a. it was the first mars rover that officially landed
b. It was the first to land on the far side of mars
c. It was the first video and sound from mars
d. It was the first to put a flag on mars

13. What is the 4th rover to travel to mars?
a. Mars perseverance rover
b. Voyager 2
c. Curiosity
d. Sojourner

14. Around How big is the curiosity rover?
a. The size of a human on all 4s
b. The size of 4 cars
c. The size of a car
d. the size of a NASA rocket

15. The rover Sojourner was a part of what mars mission?
a. Mars climate orbiter
b. Mars pathfinder
c. Mars Polar Lander/Deep Space 2
d. Mariner 8

Part 6- the pull and the push
(Each question in this section is worth 1 point unless otherwise noted. Partial points will
be given for questions more than one point)

1. *Pts2* Which planet has stronger gravity and why?Venus or Earth?
2. Why does the force exerted by a massive planet into a small planet(lower mass) offset

the orbit of the massive planet?
3. Why are hot Jupiters close to their host star?
4. Why Does the Atmosphere of Earth and Other Planets Not Drift off Into Space?
5. Why is there no gravity in the core of the earth?



Part 7- identification
(identify what moon/star/planet is shown in the picture below. Each correctly identified
picture in this section is worth 1 point)

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.


